Case Report: Usage of VetStem Cell Therapy for Feline with IBD
Veterinarian: Dr. Heather Streppa of Pet Emergency & Specialty
Center of La Mesa, CA
Patient Data
Patient Name: Lovey
Breed: Himalayan
Age: 4 years
Sex: Female Spayed

History
Lovey, a 4-year-old female flame point Himalayan cat, was healthy up to about
September 2008 when she had her monthly flea prevention application.

Incident Description
For unknown reasons Lovey reacted negatively to the monthly flea prevention treatment. Her clinical signs
were inappetence, emesis and diarrhea. She lost weight rapidly and thus was taken to the specialty center.
Diagnosis
Patient had lost a significant amount of body weight and was dehydrated. Intravenous fluids were started. The
differential list of possible causes was lymphoma, IBD and foreign body. Endoscopy was performed to rule out
lymphoma and to determine if IBD may be the cause of the symptoms. At this time a feeding tube was placed
into the patient and adipose was collected in order to provide autologous stem cells for treatment if appropriate.
A total of 26.35 grams of adipose tissue was processed at the VetStem lab yielding 5.44 million stem cells. This
was only about 206,000 cells per gram which is considered low. Debilitated animals tend to have lower cells per
gram. Pathology results showed no lymphoma but was positive for IBD, so treatment with stem cells was
determined to be a viable option.

Treatment Modality Rationale
Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) in cats is a group of idiopathic, chronic gastrointestinal
disorders characterized by mucosal inflammation.1,2 IBD is commonly distinguished from food responsive
and antibiotic-responsive causes of enteropathy by their response to immunosuppressive therapy as opposed
to dietary or antibiotic therapy alone. While the underlying cause of IBD remains unknown, accumulating
evidence suggest that intestinal inflammation results from altered interaction between gut microflora and the
immune system in the mucosa of the host.3,4
A review of the literature regarding cell-based therapy of Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis
(the two most prominent of the inflammatory bowel diseases in the human) yields a vast array of
animal model and human clinical trials that support the concept of cell therapy of IBD.5-8 T cells in
the gut mucosa are considered the primary effector cells and are responsible for the production of
cytokines that are responsible for inflammation.4 Mesenchymal stem cells have shown the ability
to migrate to areas of inflammation, down-regulate inflammation, modulate the immune system,
stimulate neoangiogenesis, and repair damaged tissues.9
When present in an inflammatory environment, data demonstrates that MSCs may alter the
cytokine secretion profile of dendritic cell (DC) subsets and T-cell subsets causing a shift from a
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proinflammatory environment to an anti-inflammatory or tolerant environment.10 The therapeutic value of stem
cell use for IBD is theorized from the animal model and human data available in the literature and the data
regarding mechanisms of action of stem cells.
A recent report of treatment of IBD in the canine demonstrated a clinical remission in 9/11 dogs with a single IV
administration of adipose stem cells.11

Treatment and Outcome
A single dose with a total of 3.2 million stem and regenerative cells were given intravenously approximately 5
days after the endoscopy and placement of the feeding tube.
Within two days of receiving the stem cells the owner removed the feeding tube because the patient was ready
to eat. Appetite returned but vomiting and diarrhea did not return. Patient steadily gained her weight back. None
of the symptoms recurred. Lovey lived to be 13 years old.
Summary
For most of us, it’s a familiar scenario: A feline patient is brought in with severe symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea
and inappetence. With your prompt attention, and proper veterinary care, chances are the patient will get better
but may take some time to do this. With a strategic approach and using therapies now available, such as
adipose stem cell therapy, one may be able to help speed up the healing process by harnessing the natural
immunomodulatory and healing properties of autologous regenerative cells.
This case report demonstrates the therapeutic use of adipose stem cells for IBD in the cat.
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